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INVENTOR
Fiona Geiser, PhD.

It is a mysterious word: Inventor. As a child, all I wanted to do was to be an
inventor. I never told anyone because I was afraid that just the utterance of the word
would jinx my ability to create an idea. I tried to practice the mysterious art of
invention at my own tiny work bench in my Father’s shop. Not getting very far, I turned
to my Mother’s kitchen to concoct recipes “from scratch.” I was famous (in my family at
least) for my cherry pies which I only made once a year when the cherry trees were ripe.
Then there was “my” quince jam when the quince trees were ripe (actually I just
assisted my Mother with the whole canning process). I would invent songs on my long
walks through the woods with my Irish setters.
I decided at 7 years of age that I wanted to get a Ph.D. Again, I never told anyone
because I was sure that would jinx the idea. I was always considered the poorest
student in the class and I did not know why. I was always put in the chair at the back of
the class as far away from the teacher as possible. I do remember something that
happened in 5th grade though. I asked my best friend, Christie, who sat in the chair next
to me if she could read anything that was on the blackboard. She said she could not and
I shrugged my shoulders thinking that was normal. Then, a few weeks later she was
moved to the front row wearing her new pair of glasses while I was moved even further
away from the teacher to a chair that just happened to be in front of the class bookcase.
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I read every book on that bookcase. In 6th Grade, I was similarly assigned to a seat just
in front of a bookcase at the back of the classroom. Things changed dramatically,
though, near the end of 6th grade with a class vision test. I could not read anything on
the chart except the big E at the top. Although I could not see the faces of my teachers
at the time, I knew that they were upset. Soon I also had a pair of glasses and I was
moved to the front of the class – actually right next to my friend, Christie.
In high school, Christie took shop which I now wish I had taken too. Instead, I
concentrated on public speaking, getting parts in school plays, trying as hard as I could
to learn French and Latin, and writing poems in the style of Emily Dickenson. I knew
everything about Emily Dickenson and you should be able to see her style in my writing
here. I came up with my own idea for a biology project as a sophomore: I raised honey
bees. I got the idea because my next door neighbor had bee hives and he advised me
on how to get started.
I still occasionally thought about the Ph.D. idea but not very often anymore
because I had never met a female inventor or anybody with a Ph.D. – until I took a night
school college chemistry class from Dr. Joyce Corey! It is one of those moments burned
in my memory. I remember exactly where I was sitting in a huge auditorium and I
remember thinking “If she can get a Ph.D. in Chemistry – maybe I could too.” It turned
out that I had a knack for lab work. It was easy for me because the skills for cooking
and chemistry lab work are so similar:
(1) develop a plan
(2) organize equipment and supplies
(3) multitask keeping track of several things going on at the same time
(4) document the results
(5) improve on the recipe the next time around
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Invention is an opportunity: it requires being at the right place at the right time
with the right skill set. I learned that lesson repeatedly over the next 40 years of my
career as a chemist.
Curiosity helps too – sort of like cooking from scratch. When I had a problem to
solve, I would immediately immerse myself in a literature search. Then, I would repeat
experiments described by other scientists in order to get familiar with the field. I was
always most curious about experiments that everyone said would NOT work. Those
were the experiments that I really wanted to try. All I needed to encourage me was
someone telling me that what I wanted to do was impossible. After much careful trial
and error, I usually found that the solution to a problem was most often the exact
experiment that the textbooks warned were impossible.
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Teachers hate questions that do not have answers. Traditional education
requires that students follow specific instructions with military precision. Mistakes are
penalized never providing students a chance to practice a skill. I was a first year
graduate student in chemistry when a teacher first asked me a question that did not
have an answer. I blurted out an answer straight out of my imagination. The room
went completely silent for what seemed like an eternity. Then, my teacher, who had
studied under two Nobel laureates, responded that I was very creative. I had never
before been told that I was creative. So, I decided to tackle my Professor’s research
project which no other students would attempt because textbooks concluded that the
experiments were impossible. Those textbooks were wrong.
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After graduating in 1978 from the University of Cincinnati with a Ph.D. in Organic
Chemistry, I subsequently worked as an industrial research scientist for several
companies in the Mid-Atlantic region (Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey). I have
fond memories of those years where scientists collaborated in small teams in contrast
to graduate school where I worked 80-hour weeks. Industrial scientists usually worked
in teams made up of chemists and engineers.
No person was considered indispensable. We worked somewhat like migrating
bird formations – always watching those around us so that the formation could reform if
a bird suddenly decided to drop out to get a bite to eat. Also, like bird formations, lead
individuals switched positions because it can be exhausting doing all the navigating and
dealing head on with the forceful wind. Once there was a breakthrough, the lead
scientist would usually drop out for a bit to write a patent application. I enjoyed that
responsibility because I got a chance to design “scale up” scenarios for a manufacturing
process. Only years later, after the manufacturing plant had been built, would I find out
that my scenarios actually worked.

New paradigms ask questions of old data thereby changing the rules of the game
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It was the summer of 1995 and I was 50 years old. Since many of my former
colleagues at Dupont Company in Wilmington, Delaware had been asked to take “early
retirement,” I too thought that my own career must be over. I even had a T-shirt
emblazoned “I AM OVER 50 AND INVISIBLE.” For the past ten years, I had run my own
business, Geiser Scientific, Inc., assisting companies in my geographic area with adapting
to the microcomputer revolution. Wanting to get back in the lab, I accepted a job with a
Japanese company with a facility a few miles from my house. I ran an automated
laboratory where many experiments were conducted overnight and all the data was
collected on microcomputers. I would analyze the results the next day and plan new
experiments for the next evening.
This was the kind of job where multitasking skills really came in handy. The
laboratory had been established in response to the 1992 Policy Statement issued by the
United States Food and Drug Administration. The directive required a “thorough
investigation of the biological and toxicological properties of single enantiomers.” Think
of your hands as enantiomers because they are mirror images of each other. Turns out
that chemicals can be mirror images too. Since virtually all pharmaceutical products
developed in the 1980’s were 50:50 mixtures of enantiomers (called racemic mixtures),
many racemic mixtures were being submitted to my laboratory requesting a procedure
to purify each of the enantiomers. My first staff meeting sorting through the backlog of
samples is one of those moments burned into my memory. I realized that this was the
opportunity for which I had been preparing.
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I was inspired to write this scientific memoir after reading “Lab Girl” by Hope
Jahren, Ph.D. I was surprised that although Dr. Jahren is 25 years younger than myself,
her experiences as a scientist were very similar to my own. For example, I was usually
the only woman in the “bird formations” of research groups. I was the second female
Ph.D. chemist to join Dupont’s Biochemical Department when I went to work at the
Dupont Experimental Station in December 1977. I was one of the few female members
of the Chromatography Forum of Delaware Valley (CFDV) when I was elected their
President in 1997 and then recipient of their CFDV scientific achievement award in 2001.
I was one of the few female speakers at scientific meetings where I described my
procedures to develop the manufacturing process for Lexapro antidepressant
(escitalopram enantiomer). I could write here about those techniques but instead I
want to talk about distinguishing between a hypothesis and facts.
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What do you think about consuming coconut oil in your diet? Be honest. The US
Center for Disease Control (CDC) recommends against consuming coconut oil because of
its high concentration of saturated fats:
http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/prevention/pdf/PostHandout_Session2.pdf

Whereas, dietary coconut oil is lauded by the US public:
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/07/05/upshot/is-sushi-healthy-what-about-granola-whereamericans-and-nutritionists-disagree.html?_r=0

So, curious about what all the fuss was about, I recently tried feeding a tablespoon or so
a day of coconut oil in my dog’s kibbles hoping that it would make his coat shinier – as
my dog friends swore. Tasting the coconut oil myself, I could not figure out why my dog
liked it so much as he eagerly gobbled up his kibbles. Eventually, I concluded that the
CDC was right: the coconut oil just made my dog fat. Ideas are incredibly seductive –
even addictive. There can be a genuine adrenaline boost at the imagined “discovery” of
a relationship between two seemingly unrelated concepts. Although this is a necessary
stage in the invention process, I always take time out to conduct a quick literature
search at pubmed.com – which I can do on my Iphone while eating lunch. When I do a
search for “benefits of dietary coconut oil,” the results are pretty skimpy:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=health+benefits+of+dietary+coconut+oil
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Several years ago I submitted a saliva sample to 23andme.org for genetic
analysis. The genetic tests correctly predicted that I am very myopic (nearsighted) and
that I need glasses. I was impressed by this result since my father was also very myopic.
I often ponder how it was possible for essentially blind people to have survived
evolution. I doubt that we were much use on a hunt. Maybe, I wonder, we helped out
by crafting arrowheads and by being inventors.
I have taught introductory laboratory skills to allied health students at a local
community college since 2008. I would tell students that I wish there were a way to
prevent them from making mistakes – sort of like a vaccine. All I could do was to put
them in a laboratory setting, with planned experiments, where I expected them to make
mistakes. I encouraged students to document every step of their experiments in order
to help explain unexpected results. Often those unexpected results end up being quite
novel (an invention) and it helps to have the lab notes in order to replicate the results.
Replication of experimental results is at the heart of science. It is how scientists
distinguish a hypothesis from a fact.
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SHADOW OF MYSELF

It is now August 2018. Although I have retired from teaching or working in a
laboratory, I still find problems to solve. Here is a link to a 2017 scientific publication
that I co-authored with other instructors at Delaware County Community College. This
publication led to occasional requests to review papers for publication in scientific
journals.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28491303
Self-evaluation of tobacco exposure by allied health students in a community college setting.
Geiser F, Much M, Beyer K. in SAGE Open Med. 2017 Apr 11
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I also learned to paint. I frequently use IPhone photography to identify images to
paint. One example is my photo, “Shadow of Myself,” which I took on my 73rd birthday
on July 25, 1918 on a sunny morning. The bright sun cast a very long shadow of my
body facing a rock. Of all the painting techniques that I have learned, oil painting most
resembles the approaches I used in the laboratory to solve problems. The permanence
of oil painting lends itself to developing a series of paintings as shown in the below
collage of six paintings. Another benefit of oil painting is that I can sort of “start over” if
I do not like how a painting is developing. Oil paintings typically have several
undercoatings of previous images and it just adds interest and texture to the “finished”
painting. The hardest concept I had to tackle in graduate school was to learn from my
mistakes and to not get discouraged. Most scientists learn to deal with their mistakes
by documenting them in “progress reports.”
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Documentation has become a lifetime habit that I even use for painting. For example, I
documented my experiments with pastel chalks in a little booklet that I dedicated to my
seven grandchildren. Here is a link and introduction to that booklet entitled: SIMPLIYFY
http://geiserglen.com/assets/simplifypdf.pdf
“Fiona first learned how to simplify as a teenager. Her model was Emily
Dickenson who wrote poetry using as few words as possible. So, Fiona would limit
her own poems to just the words she needed to communicate her feelings. This
booklet is about how Fiona applies that skill to painting with pastels. It is
dedicated to her seven grandchildren who love to paint.”

Boardwalk (photo on left; pastel on right)
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Recently, I wrote the below short article about painting with wax to entertain my
grandchildren. In closing this little booklet, I want to dedicate it to my grandchildren,
nieces, and nephews as they become adults finding their own path in life.
http://geiserglen.com/assets/hotwaxpdf.pdf

PAINTING WITH HOT WAX by Fiona Geiser

.
“It is baffling to me why I persist in painting with hot wax. Furthermore, I
wonder, whatever possessed me to embed my own photograph in wax along with
dried flowers and red beads. I even created a similar ridiculous hot-wax painting
of my husband, Ted. Friends ask me how Ted feels being surrounded by dried
flowers and I just tell them that he does not care how surreal a scene is as long as
there is something recognizable. Nothing, NOBODY, escapes my persistence to
preserve an image in hot wax, not even my Irish Setter, William.”

.

